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Mesajul Rectorului  

Universităţii “Lucian Blaga” din Sibiu 

 

Universitatea, una dintre cele mai reprezentative şi 

durabile instituţii ale vieţii publice cu un rol profund în spaţiul 

cultural, intelectual şi academic, îşi onorează performanţele şi 

prestigiul personalităţilor care au contribuit în mod decisiv şi 

semnificativ la dezvoltarea instituţională, asigurarea 

continuităţii sau conturarea unei identităţi distincte în context 

academic naţional şi internaţional.  

Într-o lume caracterizată de schimbări profunde şi 

rapide, Universitatea Lucian Blaga din Sibiu a reuşit să-şi 

consolideze statutul academic printr-o cooperare internaţională 

constantă şi complexă. Internaţionalizarea şi gradul de 

vizibilitate pe plan local, regional şi global reprezintă condiţia 

esenţială pentru dezvoltarea strategică şi sustenabilă a 

universităţii, în societatea actuală bazată pe cunoaştere, 

comunicare şi interconectare. 

 Acordarea titlului de Doctor Honoris Causa Doamnei 

Prof. Dr. Angelika Nuβberger vicepreședinte al Curții 

Europene pentru Drepturile Omului, confirmă relevanţa şi 

semnificaţia culturii pentru ULBS ca dimensiune esenţială a 

strategiei de dezvoltare, alături de învăţare şi cercetare. 
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Personalitate academică și științifică recunoscută internațional 

în domeniul juridic și mai ales în domeniul drepturilor omului 

primește acest titlu academic din partea universității ca semn de 

apreciere și recunoaștere a contribuției domniei sale importante 

în plan profesional. 

Interacţiunea academică multidimensională contribuie la 

consolidarea cooperării şi prieteniei dintre România şi 

Germania, iar Universitatea Lucian Blaga din Sibiu îşi 

dovedeşte pe deplin rolul de catalizator cultural într-o lume 

globală şi în continuă interacţiune. 

În numele comunităţii academice a Universităţii Lucian 

Blaga din Sibiu, doresc să vă felicit pentru acceptarea titlului de 

Doctor Honoris Causa conferit de către Universitatea noastră şi 

să vă asigur de întreaga noastră preţuire.  

 

Prof.univ.dr.ing. Ioan Bondrea 

Rector, 

Universitatea “Lucian Blaga” din Sibiu 
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REFERAT 
 

DE RECOMANDARE A ACORDĂRII TITLULUI DE 
DOCTOR HONORIS CAUSA AL UNIVERSITĂȚII LUCIAN 

BLAGA DIN SIBIU 
doamnei  

Prof. univ. dr. dr. h. c. Angelika Helene Anna Nußberger, judecător 
la Curtea Europeană a Drepturilor Omului, și vicepreședinte al Curții  

 

Am convingerea că propunerea de acordare a titlului de Doctor 
Honoris Causa colegei mele,  profesor universitar dr. dr. h. c., 
Angelika Helene Anna Nußberger, este o propunere onorantă pentru 
întreaga comunitate academică din România, și mai ales pentru 
comunitatea academică a Universității „Lucian Blaga” din Sibiu. 
 
Distinsa mea colegă de la Curtea Europeană a Drepturilor Omului a 
studiat dreptul la München, Heidelberg și Würzburg, urmărind prin 
cercetarea doctorală inițială modul de dezvoltare a dreptul 
constituțional sovietic. Datorită acestei preocupări, a fost cercetător 
invitat la Institutul Pușkin din Rusia și a colaborat cu Centrul Sakharov 
(Са́харовский центр) pentru promovarea drepturilor omului. 
 
Parcursul academic excelent a fost continuat la Harvard, pentru ca în 
anul 2002 să-și susțină  teza de abilitarea la Max-Planck-Institut für 
Sozialrecht und Sozialpolitik  preocupată fiind de analiza standardelor 
sociale adoptate la nivelul dreptului internațional.  
 
În ultimii ani, activitatea sa științifică și extra-judiciară se axează pe 
analiza modului în care dreptul constituțional a evoluat în țările din 
Europa Centrală și de Est. Este, totodată, directorul Institutului de 
Drept Est European (Institut für osteuropäisches Recht und 
Rechtsvergleichung) de pe lângă Facultatea de Drept de la 
Universitatea din Köln.  
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Angelika Nußberger a fost onorată în 2015 cu Premiul Fundației 
Schader (Schader Stiftung)1 pentru competențele sale remarcabile care 
s-au materializat și într-o preocupare continuă de a descoperi și 
prezenta modul în care istoria și evenimentele istorice dramatice 
influențează dezvoltarea dreptului în societățile contemporane. 
 
În ceea ce privește strict prolifica activitate de cercetare științifică, 
Angelika este membră a Comitetului Consultativ al Göttingen Journal 
of International Law, alături de alți juriști și ex-judecători de renume 
internațional precum Thomas Buergenthal sau Bruno Simma.2  
 
A scris numeroase și recunoscute monografii, cărți și articole. Enumăr 
ale sale ultime cinci contribuții doctrinare: 

 The ECtHR' use of decisions of international courts and 
quasi-judicial bodies în Judicial dialogue and human rights 
(coord. Amrei Müller), Cambridge University Press, 2017, 
pp. 419-432.  

 Flüchtlingsschicksale zwischen Völkerrecht und Politik: zur 
Rechtsprechung des EGMR zu Fragen der 
Staatenverantwortung in Migrationsfällen, Neue Zeitschrift 
für Verwaltungsrecht (NVwZ), Jahrg. 35, H. 12 (15. Juni 
2016), p. 815-822 

 Procedural review by the ECHR: view from the Court în 
Procedural review in European fundamental rights cases 
(coord. J. Gerards, E. Brems), Cambridge University Press,  
2017, pp. 161-176; 

 Dialogue entre juges européens (co-autorat cu Jean-Claude 
Bonichot) în Traité des rapports entre ordres juridiques 
(coord.  Baptiste Bonnet), L. G. D. J., 2016, pp. 1269-1283; 

 Les interventions d'un juge national dans la presse écrite de 
son pays d'origine : l'exemple allemand în La Cour 
européenne des droits de l'homme dans la presse (coord. E. 

                                                      
1 https://www.schader-stiftung.de/schader-preis/artikel/angelika-nussberger-
erhaelt-den-schader-preis-2015/  
2 http://www.gojil.eu/about/people.html  
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Lambert-Abdelgawad, P. Dourneau-Josette),  Anthemis, 
2015, pp. 35-49; 

 
Drept urmare, consider întemeiată propunerea de a se acorda doamnei 
profesor dr. h.c. Angelika Helene Anna Nußberger titlul de Doctor 
Honoris Causa al Universității „Lucian Blaga” din Sibiu, o atare 
asociere neputând decât să reprezinte baza unei excelente cooperări în 
domeniul cercetării juridice axate pe protecția europeană a drepturilor 
omului.  

 
Prof. univ. dr. Iulia Motoc  
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REFERAT 
privind propunerea de acordare a titlului de Doctor Honoris 

Causa al Universității Lucian Blaga din Sibiu 
doamnei  

Prof. univ. dr. dr. h. c. Angelika Helene Anna Nussberger, 
judecător la Curtea Europeană a Drepturilor Omului, 

vicepreședinte al Curții  
 
 
 

Consider că doamna profesoară Angelika Nussberger, judecătoare la 
Curtea Europeană a Drepturilor Omului, merită pe deplin acordarea 
titlului de Doctor Honoris Causa al Universităţii Lucian Blaga din 
Sibiu.  
 
Doamna Nussberger deţine titlul de doctor din partea Universităţii din 
Würzburg, tema lucrării sale fiind evoluţia dreptului constituţional din 
fosta URSS în perioada de tranziţie. Această teză i-a deschis noi 
orizonturi în cadrul cercetărilor sale care vizează evoluţia dreptului 
constituţional şi a drepturilor omului în Europa Centrală şi de Est. De 
asemenea, domeniile sale de interes mai includ jurisdicţia curţilor 
constituţionale, influenţa dreptului internaţional public asupra 
dreptului intern, dreptul social internaţional şi transformarea 
sistemelor de securitate socială al ţărilor din regiunea sus-amintită.  
 
Drept recunoaştere a calităţilor sale academice, doamna Nussberger a 
lucrat la Institututul Societăţii Max Planck pentru Drept Internaţional 
şi Social Comparat, în perioada 1993 - 2001, cu o scurtă înttrerupere 
datorată unui stagiu la Universitatea Harvard în perioada 1994 - 1995. 
În 2002 doamna Nussberger a obţinut abilitarea, cel mai înalt grad 
academic în Germania, în domeniul dreptului internaţional public. În 
acelaşi an a fost numită profesor la Universitatea din Köln, conducând 
Institutul pentru Drept Est-European din cadrul acestei universităţi.  
 
În paralel cu activitatea academică, doamna Nussberger a desfăşurat o 
bogată activitate în domeniul protecţiei drepturilor omului, fiind 
membru al Comitetului de Experţi OIM pentru aplicarea Convenţiilor 
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şi Recomandărilor în perioada 2004 - 2010. În perioada 2003 – 2010 
a fost membru supleant, din partea Germaniei, în Comisia de la 
Veneţia, fiind aleasă judecător la CEDO în 2010. Drept recunoaştere 
a activităţii sale academice, doamna Nussberger deţine titlul de Doctor 
Honoris causa al Universităţii din Tbilisi, Georgia.  
 
A publicat mai multe cărţi, articole de specialitate şi capitole în 
domeniile enumerate, în limbile germană, engleză şi franceză. 
Doamna Nussberger este un specialist de renume, recunoscut atât în 
Germania, cât şi pe plan internaţional.  
 
Prestigioasa sa activitate, în domeniul învăţământului, al cercetării, al 
publicaţiilor academice, precum şi activitatea sa practică o recomandă 
de la sine pe doamna Angelika Nussberger pentru acordarea titulului 
de Doctor Honoris Causa. Acest fapt va contribui cu siguranţă la o mai 
bună legătură a ULBS cu universităţile din spaţiul germanofon, 
precum şi cu instituţiile de prestigiu la care doamna Nussberger este 
asociată.  

 
 
Prof. univ. dr. Radu Carp 
Universitatea din Bucureşti 
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LAUDATIO 

 

În onoarea  

Prof.univ.dr. Dr.H.C. ANGELIKA NUßBERGER 

Professor of Law, University of Cologne, Germany 

Judecător și vice-președinte al Curții Europene a Drepturilor Omului,   

în vederea acordării titlului de Doctor Honoris Causa al Universității 
„Lucian Blaga” din Sibiu.  

Statul de drept și protecția drepturilor fundamentale ale omului sunt 
valori aflate în centrul dezbaterii juridice și politice contemporane, 
valori ce fac parte din patrimoniul comun al statelor ce compun, astăzi, 
Uniunea Europeană și Consiliul Europei. De aceea, propunerea 
acordării titlului de Doctor Honoris Causa doamnei prof.univ.dr. 
dr.h.c. Angelika Nußberger, judecător și vice-președinte al Curții 
Europene a Drepturilor Omului este una deosebit de onorantă pentru 
comunitatea academică a Universității ”Lucian Blaga” din Sibiu, 
ținând seama de personalitatea deosebit de complexă și de largă 
recunoaștere internațională a domniei sale. 
 
Profesorul universitar dr. dr. h. c. Angelika Helene Anna Nußberger 
este jurist german de renume internațional. A studiat dreptul la 
prestigioasele universități din München și Heidelberg. Teza de 
doctorat, susținută la Würzburg, în 1993, a avut ca temă analiza 
modului de dezvoltare a dreptul constituțional sovietic în perioada de 
tranziție, o temă extrem de actuală în contextul epocii post-comuniste. 
Doamna Profesor și-a continuat cercetarea ca visiting fellow la 
Harvard University, pentru ca, în anul 2002 să-și susțină  teza de 
abilitare, la Max-Planck-Institut für Sozialrecht und Sozialpolitik din 
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München, cu o lucrare în care au fost expuse și analizate standardele 
sociale prezente în acel moment în normele de drept internațional.  
 
În planul activităților extra-universitare, dare de o deosebită 
importanță pentru recunoașterea sa internațională, doamna Nußberger 
a fost membru al Comitetului de Experți privind aplicarea 
Convențiilor și Recomandărilor Organizației Internaționale a Muncii 
(2004-2010), precum și membru supleant al Comisiei de la Veneția 
(2006-2010). Din 2011, ca o încununare a acestei activități în sprijinul 
drepturilor omului și democrației prin drept, doamna  profesor 
Nußberger a fost numită judecător la Curtea Europeană a Drepturilor 
Omului. 
 
Preocupările pentru problematica statului de drept și a dezvoltării 
dreptului internațional și comparat s-au concretizat în numeroase cărți, 
capitole și articole publicate la edituri de prestigiu și în reviste de 
prestigiu la nivel internațional. Exemplificativ, menționez capitolul 
Judicial reforms in Post-soviet Countries: Good Intentions with 
Flawed Results? în volumul coordonat de Anja Seibert-Fohr, Judicial 
Independence in Transition, Springer, Heidelberg, 2012; articolul Die 
Europaische Menchenrecthskonvention und das Privatrecht (în The 
Rabel Journal of International and Comparative Law, vol. 80, 2016); 
capitolul Subsidiarity in the Control of Decisions Based on 
Proportionality (în vol. Anja Seibert-Fohr, Mark Villiger, Judgments 
of the European Court of Human Rights – Effects and Implementation, 
Nomos, 2014); Setting Limits and Setting Limits Aside – The 
Constitutional Framework of Presidential Powers in Post-Communist 
Countries (in Liber Amicorum Antonio La Pergola, Strasbourg, The 
Hague 2008);  The Reception Process in Russia and Ukraine, in: 
Keller/Stone Sweet (eds.), A Europe of Rights. The Impact of the 
European Court of Human Rights on National Legal Systems. Oxford 
Press 2008; Right to work, in: Encyclopedia of Public International 
Law, www.mpepil.com; Interpretation of international social security 
standards - problems and prospects, in: Frans Pennings 
(ed.), International Social Security Standards. Current Views and 
Interpretation Matters, Antwerpen, Oxford 2007; A Human Rights 
Perspective on the Expropriation and Redistribution of Property in 
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Eastern Germany, in: The Uppsala Yearbook of Eastern European 
Law 2005. În anul 2017, a contribuit la comentariul legii fundamentale 
a Germaniei, scriind un capitol comprehensiv despre articolul 90 al 
acesteia. 
 
Toate aceste publicații ilustrează calitățile academice incontestabile, 
precum și preocuparea constantă, teoretică și practică, pentru 
dezvoltarea domeniului protecției internaționale și naționale a 
drepturilor omului, dar și a dreptului statelor post-comuniste. 
Activitatea academică și de cercetare s-a împletit în mod armonios cu 
activitatea în cadrul instituțiilor și organizațiilor internaționale.  
 
Angelika Nußberger a fost onorată în 2015 cu Premiul Fundației 
Schader (Schader Stiftung) pentru o dublă calitate: deținerea de 
competențe juridice extraordinare, dar și a unei empatii dovedite de 
studiul unor discipline conexe dreptului, fiind preocupată să descopere 
răspunsuri la întrebări ce vizează modul în care istoria și evenimentele 
istorice dramatice influențează dezvoltarea dreptului în societățile 
contemporane. De asemenea, doamna Nußberger este membră a 
Comitetului Consultativ al Göttingen Journal of International Law, 
alături de alți juriști și ex-judecători de renume internațional precum 
Thomas Buergenthal sau Bruno Simma.  
 
Este, totodată, directorul Institutului de Drept Est-European (Institut 
für osteuropäisches Recht und Rechtsvergleichung) de pe lângă 
Facultatea de Drept, Universitatea din Köln. În paralel cu activitatea 
didactică, a deținut și funcția de Prorector la aceeași universitate.  
 
În concluzie, consider că, prin activitatea sa academică și de judecător 
internațional, doamna profesor dr.h.c. Angelika Nußberger, merită pe 
deplin acordarea titlului de Doctor Honoris Causa al ULBS, acest titlu 
fiind o recunoaștere a prestigiului său internațional, dar și o onorantă 
punte de legătură a universității sibiene cu comunitatea academică 
internațională de prestigiu. 
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CURRICULUM VITAE 
 

PROF. ANGELIKA  NUßBERGER 
 
 
Born on 1 June 1963 in Munich, Germany 
Studies in Slavic languages and literature, 1982-1987; studies in law, 
University of Munich, 1984-1989 

 Magister Artium in Slavic languages and literature, University of 
Munich, 1987 

 Diploma in comparative law, University of Strasbourg, 1988 
 First and Second State exam in law, Universities of Munich and 

Heidelberg, 1989 and 1993 
 Doctor of Law, University of Würzburg, 1993 
 Research fellow at the Max-Planck-Institute for Foreign and 

International Social Law, Munich, 1993-2001 
 Visiting researcher Harvard University, 1994-1995 
 Legal advisor of the General Directorate Social Cohesion of the 

Council of Europe, 2001-2002 
 Full professor of law and Director of the Institute for Eastern 

European Law, University of Cologne, 2002-2010 
 Member of the Committee of Experts on the Application of 

Conventions and Recommendations of the International Labour 
Organisation, 2004-2010 

 Substitute Member of the Venice Commission of the Council of 
Europe, 2006-2010 

 Vice-President of the University of Cologne, 2010 
 Judge of the European Court of Human Rights since 1 January 

2011 
 Vice-President of Section since 13 November 2012 
 President of Section since 1 November 2015 
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Vice-President of the Court since 1 February 2017 
 

PUBLICATIONS (selective list) 
 
 

1. The ECtHR' use of decisions of international courts and 
quasi-judicial bodies in Judicial dialogue and human rights 
(coord. Amrei Müller), Cambridge University Press, 2017, 
pp. 419-432; 

2. Procedural review by the European Court of Human Rights: 
view from the Court, in Procedural review in European 
fundamental rights cases. 2017, p. 161-176; 

3. Dialogue entre juges européens (co-autorat cu Jean-Claude 
Bonichot) in Traité des rapports entre ordres juridiques. 2016, 
p. 1269-1283 ; 

4. Flüchtlingsschicksale zwischen Völkerrecht und Politik: zur 
Rechtsprechung des EGMR zu Fragen der 
Staatenverantwortung in Migrationsfällen, Neue Zeitschrift 
für Verwaltungsrecht (NVwZ), Jahrg. 35, H. 12 (15. Juni 
2016), p. 815-822 

5. Die Europaische Menschenrecthskonvention und das 
Privatrecht (in The Rabel Journal of International and 
Comparative Law, vol. 80, 2016) 

6. Les interventions d'un juge national dans la presse écrite de 
son pays d'origine : l'exemple allemand in La Cour 
européenne des droits de l'homme dans la presse. 2015, p. 35-
49 ; 

7. Eigentumsrecht und Vertrauensschutz in Europa in 
Europäische und internationale Aspekte der 
Energierechtsreformdebatte. 2014, p. 45-71; 

8. Unauflösbare Wertungswidersprüche?: die Rechtsprechung 
des Europäischen Gerichtshofs für Menschenrechte zur 
Autonomie von Religionsgemeinschaften und zum Verbot der 
Diskriminierung aufgrund des Geschlechts in 
Religionsfreiheit und Gleichberechtigung der Geschlechter. 
2014, p. 161-177; 
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9. Subsidiarity in the Control of Decisions Based on 
Proportionality (in vol. Anja Seibert-Fohr, Mark Villiger, 
Judgments of the European Court of Human Rights – Effects 
and Implementation, Nomos, 2014) 

10. Judicial reforms in Post-soviet Countries: Good Intentions 
with Flawed Results? In Anja Seibert-Fohr, Judicial 
Independence in Transition, Springer, Heidelberg, 2012; 

11. Völkerrecht. Geschichte, Institutionen, Perspektiven, 
München 2009; Einführung in das russische Recht, Munich 
2010 

12. Das Völkerrecht : Geschichte, Institutionen, Perspektiven, 
C.H. Beck, München, 2009 

13. Setting Limits and Setting Limits Aside – The Constitutional 
Framework of Presidential Powers in Post-Communist 
Countries (in Liber Amicorum Antonio La Pergola, 
Strasbourg, The Hague 2008); 

14. Poland: the Constitutional Tribunal on the implementation of 
the European arrest warrant, International journal of 
constitutional law. Vol. 6 (2008), nr. 1, p. 162-170; 

15. The Reception Process in Russia and Ukraine, in: 
Keller/Stone Sweet (eds.), A Europe of Rights. The Impact of 
the European Court of Human Rights on National Legal 
Systems. Oxford University Press 2008; 

16. Verfassungsrechtsprechung in Russland. Dokumentation und 
Analyse der Entscheidungen von 1992-2007, Straßburg, Kehl 
2008; 

17. Arbeit als Fluch und Segen: völker- und 
verfassungsrechtliche Regelungen zum Recht auf Arbeit und 
Verbot der Zwangsarbeit în Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft im 
Staat der Gegenwart: Gedächtnisschrift für Peter J. Tettinger. 
2007, p. 81-102; 

18. Right to work, in: Encyclopedia of Public International Law, 
www.mpepil.com; Interpretation of international social 
security standards - problems and prospects, in: Frans 
Pennings (ed.), International Social Security Standards. 
Current Views and Interpretation Matters, Antwerpen, 
Oxford 2007 
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19. Sozialstandards in der Charta der Grundrechte der Union în 
Die Europäische Grundrechte-Charta im wertenden 
Verfassungsvergleich. 2005, p. 323-334; 

20. A Human Rights Perspective on the Expropriation and 
Redistribution of Property in Eastern Germany, in: The 
Uppsala Yearbook of Eastern European Law 2005; 

21. Mindestnormen auf dem Prüfstand în Arbeits- und 
Sozialrecht bei grenzüberschreitenden Sachverhalten, Droit 
social et situations transfrontalières. 1998, p. 367-380. 
Studien aus dem Max-Planck-Institut für ausländisches und 
internationales Sozialrecht. 
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Angelika Nußberger 
 
 

Rule of Law in Europe 
 

I) Spreading rule of law in Europe - a success story? 
 
“In a world divided by differences of nationality, race, colour, religion 
and wealth [the rule of law] is one of the greatest unifying factors, 
perhaps the greatest, the nearest we are likely to approach to a 
universal secular religion.” These are the words of one of the most 
famous fighters for rule of law, the British Supreme Court judge Lord 
Bingham. He was not only a fighter for rule of law, but also an 
optimist. Is such optimism justified in Europe in the present times? 
There are two narratives on rule of law in Europe – a success story 
and a story of lost illusions. I will tell you both stories and reflect with 
you where we stand.  
 
 

a) Rule of law as basic principle of constitutional and 
European law 

 
Half a century ago, when Europe started from the scratch after the 
catastrophe of World War II and the break-down of the old world 
order, only half of the European States were in a position to accept 
rule of law as a basic principle for organizing State and society. All 
the countries of the so-called “socialist block” were disconnected from 
this part of the European heritage. While upholding the principle of 
democracy and codifying long lists of socialist human rights in all the 
constitutions established according to the model of Stalin’s 
Constitution of the Soviet Union, rule of law remained an outcast of 
the socialist value system. It was considered to be a remnant of the 
bourgeois capitalist worldview and had to be replaced by what was 
first called “revolutionary legality” and later on “socialist legality”. 
This meant a basically positivist and formal approach to written law 
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which could, however, at any time be given up for the sake of what 
was demanded for the accomplishment of revolutionary aims. Instead 
of legal certainty it thus enshrined a specific form of legal uncertainty 
and arbitrariness as it was never foreseeable what might be demanded 
by “the Revolution”. It was only in the late 1980s that the idea of a 
State based on rule of law was “discovered” by the Eastern European 
States such as Romania: Thus Art. 1 para. 3 of the Constitution reads:  

 
Romania is a democratic and social state, governed by the 
rule of law, in which human dignity, the citizens' rights and 
freedoms, the free development of human personality, justice 
and political pluralism represent supreme values, in the spirit 
of the democratic traditions of the Romanian people and the 
ideals of the Revolution of December 1989, and shall be 
guaranteed. 

 
The sudden career of the principle of rule of law in all the newly 
elaborated constitutions after the break-down of communism is one 
pillar of the success story of rule of law in Europe. By now, rule of 
law has been taken up in all the European written constitutions.   
 
2) Consensus on the meaning 
 

a) General approach 
 
The second pillar of the success story is the elaboration of a concept 
of rule of law that is both sophisticated and workable. It is true that it 
is a most difficult task to define such a broad and vague concept which 
has developed differently in different legal systems. Lord Bingham 
enumerated in his famous book “Rule of Law” the eight “ingredients”: 
Accessibility and predictability of the law, exclusion of discretion in 
the application of rights and liabilities, equality, good faith, adequate 
protection of human rights, conflict resolution on the basis of law, fair 
trial, and compliance with the obligations under international law. 
These “ingredients” coincide to a large extent with what the European 
Court of Human Rights has elaborated in its jurisprudence over the 
last decades. Rule of law is considered to be part of the “spirit” of the 
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Convention and to underlie all the Convention provisions. The starting 
point can be a negative one: Rule of law is the opposite of 
arbitrariness. This is for example most evident in the cases of 
extraordinary rendition such as El Masri v. Macedonia  in which a sort 
of “black hole in rule of law” was created circumventing all 
requirements of due process and closing the eyes even when torture 
was used for extracting confessions. In the Court’s view what has 
happened in those cases was an “anathema to the rule of law and the 
values protected by the Convention.” 
 
 

b) Human rights guarantees as essential components of the 
principle of rule of law 

 
What are the different components of rule of law? In how far can the 
European Convention on Human Rights give guidance even if the 
concept of “rule of law” is only referred to in the preamble, not in the 
text itself?  
 
First and foremost, the most relevant provision is Article 6 of the 
Convention, the right to fair trial and independence of the judiciary. 
This article enumerates the most essential features of the concept of 
rule of law based on experience throughout the centuries such as the 
right to the presumption of innocence, the right to be heard, the right 
to defend oneself or through legal assistance, and the right to equality 
of arms. At the same time the basic notion of “fair trial”, i.e. an overall 
assessment, remains relevant.  
 
Statistically, the violations of fair trial found most often by the Court 
are on the one hand the long duration of the procedure and on the other 
hand the non-implementation of final judgments. Both problems are 
signs of understaffing of the courts and dysfunction of the execution 
system. These problems should not be underestimated. Thus the Court 
draws the attention to “the important danger that exists for the rule of 
law within national legal orders when excessive delays in the 
administration of justice occur in respect of which litigants have no 
domestic remedy”. 
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Rule of law elements are not exclusively to be found in Art. 6.  Article 
3 enshrines the fundamental principle that the State must not torture 
or treat people in an inhuman or degrading way. An almost 
philosophical challenge was posed by the case Gäfgen v. Germany in 
which a police officer threatened a child’s kidnapper with torture in 
order to save the child’s life. Because of the threat the kidnapper led 
the police to the hiding place, but the child was already dead. Although 
Germany had sanctioned the police-officer on the basis of criminal 
and disciplinary law, the Court still found a violation as the sanction 
had not been hard enough. The Court accepted that such a case was 
not comparable to other cases concerning arbitrary and serious acts of 
brutality by State agents. Nevertheless it emphasized that sanctions 
which are “manifestly disproportionate to a breach of one of the core 
rights of the Convention”, do not have the “necessary deterrent effect 
in order to prevent further violations of the prohibition of ill-treatment 
in future difficult situations”. 
 
The gist of Article 5, the right to liberty and security, is the protection 
against arbitrariness, another essential feature of “rule of law”. The 
same is true for Article 7, the guarantee that there should be no 
punishment without law, an idea that can be traced back to the old 
maxime of “nulla poena sine lege”, for the first time spelt out 
explicitly by Cesare Beccaria. The jurisprudence of the Court has 
refined this principle in many ways. Closely linked to it is the right 
not to be punished twice, laid down in Article 4 of Protocol No. 7. In 
this context the Court was confronted with the problem in how far 
somebody can be held accountable for a war crime after having been 
granted amnesty. The Court held that the protective clause of Article 
4 Protocol No. 7 was not applicable to such a situation. On the 
contrary, the States were under an obligation to prosecute acts such as 
torture and intentional killings.  
 
Last but not least Art. 14 guarantees the principle of equality of 
individuals before the law and thus also contains an essential element 
of “rule of law”. 
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c) Institutional and substantial safeguards 
 
On the basis of these individual guarantees a general consensus has 
formed that the principle of rule of law needs institutional and 
substantial safeguards. The most important institutional safeguard is 
the independence of the judiciary; the most important substantial 
safeguards are legal certainty and proportionality.  
 
aa) Independence and impartiality of the judiciary 
 
Could we imagine a State without courts? We could, but we would 
immediately understand how threatening such a vision would be.  
 
The Court has called the judiciary “guarantor of justice, a fundamental 
value in a law-governed State.” It has especially emphasized the role 
of the courts in preventing de facto or de iure impunity for unlawful 
acts. Thus it has stated that “judicial authorities must on no account be 
prepared to let the physical or psychological suffering inflicted go 
unpunished.  This is essential for maintaining the public's confidence 
in, and support for, the rule of law and for preventing any appearance 
of the authorities' tolerance of or collusion in unlawful acts.”  
 
But the very existence of courts is not sufficient.  They are of no help 
if they are not independent and impartial. 
 
The Court has elaborated a differentiated jurisprudence on the notions 
of “independence” and “impartiality”. In order to determine if a court 
is “independent” the Court focuses on many aspects such as the 
manner of appointment of its members and their term of office, the 
existence of safeguards against external pressure and the question 
whether the body presents an appearance of independence. Although 
the Convention does not require States to comply with any theoretical 
constitutional concepts regarding the permissible limits of the powers’ 
interaction, the Court emphasizes in its jurisprudence the principle of 
“separation of powers”.   
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The most important case the Court has decided in this context is the 
case of Oleksandr Volkov against Ukraine concerning the dismissal 
of the President of the Military Chamber of the Supreme Court of 
Ukraine. He had been charged with what was called “gross procedural 
violations” and was therefore dismissed by Parliament because of 
“breach of oath”. In this case the Court has established numerous 
violations of the independence of the judiciary scrutinizing the 
composition of the different bodies deciding Mr. Volkov’s case and 
the procedure followed. Among other things it was considered to be a 
violation of the Convention that non-judicial staff appointed directly 
by the executive and the legislative authorities comprised the vast 
majority of the deciding body, the Higher Judicial Council. The Court 
thus discerned “serious issues pointing both to structural deficiencies 
in the proceedings before the Higher Judicial Council and to the 
appearance of personal bias on the part of certain members 
determining the case” which were not corrected at a later stage of the 
procedure.  
 
As a consequence the Court has not only ordered the State to pay a 
non-pecuniary damage, but also emphasized the necessity of 
introducing general measures for reforming the system of judicial 
discipline. Furthermore, it held that the applicant should be reinstated 
in the post of judge of the Supreme Court at the earliest possible date 
relying on the very exceptional circumstances of the case and the 
urgent need to put an end to the violations of the Convention. By now 
the judgment has been partially implemented. The reform of the 
disciplinary system is under way, other reform measures are expected.  
 
In the meantime the Court’s case-law has been further refined. In the 
Grand Chamber case of Ramos Nunez v. Portugal the Court stressed 
that its findings in Volkov v. Ukraine cannot be transferred to other 
cases without taking into account specific circumstances: 

 
„… these findings should be regarded as a criticism based on 
the circumstances of the case and applicable in a system with 
serious structural deficiencies or an appearance of bias within 
the disciplinary body for the judiciary, as was the case in the 
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specific context of the Ukrainian system at the time, rather 
than as a general conclusion.“ “…a purely abstract risk of this 
kind cannot be regarded as apt to cast doubt on the impartiality 
of a judge in the absence of specific circumstances pertaining 
to his or her individual situation.” 

  
One of the problems of the Court’s jurisprudence in this context is that 
the same regulations can have very different effects depending on the 
legal culture of a country. The legal culture is, however, difficult to 
“measure” and difficult to evaluate. Cases on judicial independence 
are therefore difficult to adjudicate, first, because many important 
facts might not be known, and second, because there might be not only 
black and white, but also a lot of grey tones. It is rare that, as in the 
case of Sovtransavto v. Ukraine, a letter of the President of the 
Republic advising the judge on how to decide can be found in the file. 
However, it might not be so rare that such letters exist.   
 
 
bb) Legal certainty 
 
Legal certainty has many aspects. In most of the Convention 
provisions restrictions are only allowed “on the basis of law”. For the 
Court the existence of a legal provision in the respective national legal 
order as such is not sufficient. It also controls what it called the 
“quality” of the law. Thus the Court often repeats the following 
standard formula:  

 
“The requirement of lawfulness … is not satisfied merely by 
compliance with the relevant domestic law; domestic law must 
itself be in conformity with … the principle of the rule of law, …. 
The notion underlying the expression “in accordance with a 
procedure prescribed by law” is one of fair and proper procedure 
…” 

 
It is important that norms are formulated with sufficient precision in 
order to enable the individual to regulate his or her conduct 
accordingly.  The individual “must be able - if need be with 
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appropriate advice - to foresee, to a degree that is reasonable in the 
circumstances, the consequences which a given action may entail. 
This is for example very important in case of regulations giving the 
executive power large discretion. “The law must indicate the scope of 
any such discretion conferred on the competent authorities and the 
manner of its exercise with sufficient clarity, having regard to the 
legitimate aim of the measure in question, to give the individual 
adequate protection against arbitrary interference”.  
 
 
cc) Proportionality 
 
The third important criterion is proportionality, a principle well known 
in the German tradition where it was developed by the administrative 
courts in Prussia dealing with interventions by the police. For the 
Court the question of the proportionality of a measure is often the 
decisive question in deciding a case. Famous examples are cases 
where the Court has to balance freedom of religion against other 
interests of society. In the case S.A.S. v. France about the prohibition 
of the full-face veil, the Burka the Court held that the right of the 
society to define the minimum standards for “living together” 
outweighs the right of the individual to choose a specific outfit, even 
if this is based on religious convictions. The weighing of interests led 
to a different result in the case Eweida v. United Kingdom: In this case 
the Court held that the dress code of the British Airways and thus the 
employer’s interest in a uniform appearance of the employees did not 
outweigh the right of the individual to wear a religious symbol. 
 
Proportionality is also relevant in the difficult fight against terrorism. 
Even if the individual’s rights are protected under Article 3 of the 
Convention which is considered to be an absolute right, in defining 
the threshold of what is to be considered “inhuman” the Court applies 
the proportionality principle, even if in a hidden manner. Thus, to give 
just one example, in the case Ramirez Sanchez v. France, the Court 
did not find a violation of Article 3 although the applicant was held in 
solitary confinement for eight years. In this context that Court took 
into account that the applicant was considered to be the most 
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dangerous terrorist in the 1970s and that he was convicted for terrorist-
related offences. The Court explained:  

“The Court shares the CPT’s concerns about the possible 
long-term effects of the applicant’s isolation. It nevertheless 
considers that, having regard to the physical conditions of the 
applicant’s detention, the fact that his isolation is “relative”, 
the authorities’ willingness to hold him under the ordinary 
regime, his character and the danger he poses, the conditions 
in which the applicant was being held during the period under 
consideration have not reached the minimum level of severity 
necessary to constitute inhuman treatment within the meaning 
of Article 3 of the Convention.” 

 
dd) Enhanced responsibility for the State’s actions and omissions 

 
Last but not least, it has to be emphasized that the Court has added a 
specific new dimension to the principle of rule of law. State authorities 
are not only responsible for human rights violations they commit 
themselves, but also for those they enable to be committed. 
Furthermore, a State based on rule of law cannot close its eyes to the 
consequences of its actions and omissions even if they happen outside 
its territory. This might be called responsibility “beyond one’s one 
nose”. The famous first example of the relevant jurisprudence is the 
case Soering v. United Kingdom where the Court held the British 
authorities responsible for potential human rights violations by the 
American authorities after extradition. This idea has been generalized 
since and is relevant for the case-law in extradition and expulsion 
cases such as MSS v. Greece and Belgium and Taraquel v. 
Switzerland. In the case Omar Othman v. United Kingdom this 
approach has been stretched to potential violations of Article 6 of the 
Convention, the right to fair trial:  

 
“It is established in the Court’s case-law that an issue might 
exceptionally be raised under Article 6 by an expulsion or 
extradition decision in circumstances where the fugitive had 
suffered or risked suffering a flagrant denial of justice in the 
requesting country.” 
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Thus, rule of law is, to a certain extent, exported to countries outside 
Europe. Nevertheless, not all potential Convention violations are 
relevant in this context. Rather, the Court has defined a sort of “second 
(lower) level” of rule of law comprising only the most basic principles. 
In this context flagrant violations of fair trial are outlawed such as 
convictions in absentia with no possibility subsequently to obtain a 
fresh determination of the merits of the charge, trials which are 
summary in nature and conducted with a total disregard for the rights 
of the defence, detention without any access to an independent and 
impartial tribunal to have the legality the detention reviewed, and the 
deliberate and systematic refusal of access to a lawyer, especially for 
an individual detained in a foreign country. This does not mean, 
however, that outside of Europe rule of law would have different 
contents. It only circumscribes and restricts the responsibility of 
European States for human rights violations committed by “others”, 
but rendered possible by their own actions and omissions.  
 
The narrative of the success story of rule of law in Europe is based on 
solid ground. It suggests that real progress has been achieved. 
Nevertheless, it has to be asked if this is really true. A deeper analysis 
might lead to a less optimistic result. It is also possible to play the role 
of the advocatus diaboli and to argue that rule of law in Europe is a 
story of lost illusions.    
 
 
III) Spreading rule of law in Europe – a story of lost illusions?  
 
1) Discrepancies between legal obligations and reality  
 
The cases brought to the European Court of Human Rights every year 
do not suggest that there would be any progress in implementing 
human rights based on rule of law. There are many cases which might 
be called “anti-rule-of-law-cases” as they manifest complete 
arbitrariness and violence on the part of the State authorities, above all 
the police and the prison guards. The following short anecdote may be 
revealing. In a Ukrainian file a report on a short interview of a 
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policeman was reproduced. He was asked if he had mistreated the 
detainee and answered: “No, I have not mistreated him. He had 
already confessed.” This proves an attitude towards others in a 
vulnerable situation which should have been outlawed already many 
centuries ago. Nevertheless, the finding of a Convention violation 
because of the use of violence in order to obtain confessions can be 
regarded as routine in Strasbourg. There are no signs that this will 
improve in the future.  
 
Other “hard cases” concern flagrant violations of the right to liberty 
where arbitrariness reigns. Thus the Court had for example to deal 
with pretrial detention ordered to prevent people from participating in 
demonstrations or to silence political opponents. The case of 
Mammadov v. Azerbaijan might serve as an example:  

 
“The Court considered that Mr Mammadov, who had a 
history of criticising the Government, had been arrested 
and detained without any evidence to reasonably suspect 
him of having committed the offence with which he was 
charged, namely that of having organised actions leading 
to public disorder. The Court concluded that the actual 
purpose of his detention had been to silence or punish Mr 
Mammadov for criticising the Government and 
publishing information it was trying to hide.” 
 

The Court judgment dates back to 2014. In summer 2019 Mr. 
Mammadov was released, after a procedure under Article 46 para. 4 
of the Convention had, for the first time in the Court’s history, been 
started. The case is still pending before the Court.  
 
Similar cases are to be reported from other countries where basic 
guarantees of rule of law are denied during trials and pretrial detention 
is ordered without any or without sufficient reasoning. 
 
There are also cases which illustrate that courts in Europe apply the 
law in a completely arbitrary manner. A good illustration is provided 
by the case of Khamidov v. Russia in which the house of a Chechen 
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family was occupied by Russian police without any legal basis. The 
damage to the house was acknowledged by the authorities as well as 
in one court judgment. Nevertheless the court judgment was ignored 
and the relevant reports were not accepted by the competent Russian 
court. The European Court used very strong language: 
 

“The Court is perplexed by this conclusion and cannot see 
how it could be reconciled with the abundant evidence to the 
contrary, and, first of all, with the findings made in the 
judgment of 14 February 2001, or the replies from public 
officials. In the Court's view, the unreasonableness of this 
conclusion is so striking and palpable on the face of it that the 
decisions of the domestic courts in the 2002 proceedings can 
be regarded as grossly arbitrary, and by reaching that 
conclusion in the circumstances of the case the domestic 
courts in fact set an extreme and unattainable standard of 
proof for the applicant so that his claim could not, in any 
event, have had even the slightest prospect of success.” 

 
Confronted with such repetitive cases it may be allowed to ask if the 
inscription of the principle of rule of law in constitutions and the 
ratification of an international treaty based on rule of law is more than 
a lip-service.  
 
Looking back at the decades of human rights jurisprudence it might 
even be asked if the standards already achieved are lowered again. Is 
progress an illusion? 
 
One sign of retrogression might be that the Court’s authority is 
undermined by the deliberate non-execution of its judgments. One 
example is the introduction of a special procedure in Russia to contest 
the enforcement of binding judgments deemed not to be compatible 
with the Constitution. This mechanism was already used twice – a 
clear sign of disrespect towards the Court.  
 
Another worrying sign are the reform measures in several European 
States clearly targeted at the independence of the judiciary and 
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breaking taboos in a way nobody had expected. Up to now Europe 
does not seem to have a good recipe for such transgressions. The 
Strasbourg Court is – unlike the Luxembourg Court – not able to react 
immediately because of the principle of subsidiarity. Suspensive 
measures based on Rule 39 are possible only in cases where life and 
limb are at risk, not in cases where the independence of the judiciary 
is endangered. That is the status quo of the jurisprudence, even if such 
cases might also be worth an immediate response.  
 
 
2) Controversies about the core meaning of the principle of rule 
of law 
 
Furthermore, even if many different aspects of the principle of rule of 
law have been elaborated by the Court in the last decades, essential 
questions remain unanswered. One important controversy concerns 
jury trial, on the one hand deemed to be especially fair and transparent, 
on the other hand heavily criticized as the judgments are, as a rule, not 
reasoned. The critique of the jury trials touches upon the constitutional 
identity of some member States of the Convention system which 
consider the introduction of jury trials as a major achievement in 
implementing rule of law. It is worth quoting the arguments of the 
Irish Government who acted as a Third Party intervener in the case 
Taxquet v. Belgium:     

 
“In the Irish Government’s submission, the system of jury 
trial in Ireland was the unanimous choice of accused persons 
and of human-rights advocates and was viewed as a 
cornerstone of the country’s criminal-law system. There had 
never been a complaint that the system lacked transparency or 
impinged on or inhibited the rights of the accused. The system 
inspired confidence among the Irish people, who were very 
attached to it for historical and other reasons.”    …. 

 
“The Irish Government wondered how a system of trial that 
had been in operation for centuries and long predated the 
Convention could now be considered to breach Article 6 § 1.” 
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Similar seemingly insurmountable differences are seen in the attitude 
towards trials in absentia. While according to Italian procedural law 
the accused is not provided with the opportunity to have a new 
evidentiary hearing at the appeals stage after a condemnation in 
absentia, the German Constitutional Court considers such a trial as 
incompatible with human dignity and rule of law. It argues that in such 
a case an extradition would even violate German constitutional 
identity. A European Arrest Warrant could not be executed.  

 
“The minimum guarantees of the rights of the accused in 
criminal trials that are mandated by the principle of individual 
guilt also have to be observed when deciding on an extradition 
executing a sentence rendered in the absence of the requested 
person. 
 
“The court that decides on an extradition is under the 
obligation to investigate and establish the facts of the case, an 
obligation that also falls within the scope of Art. 1 sec. 1 GG. 
The relevant facts in particular include what kind of treatment 
the requested person will have to expect in the requesting 
state. It does not follow from this obligation that the German 
courts always have to review in detail the reasons for a request 
for extradition. This holds true in particular in the context of 
extradition proceedings within Europe, where the principle of 
mutual trust applies. However, this trust is shaken if there are 
factual indications that the requirements that are absolutely 
essential for the protection of human dignity will not be met 
if the requested person is extradited.” 

 
While the argumentation of the German Constitutional Court largely 
draws on the interpretation of Article 6 by the European Court of 
Human Rights it is questionable in how far the creation of an “identity 
control” is at odds with the European Court of Justice’s argument 
about the “principle of trust” underlying cooperation among European 
States. But anyway the most recent judgments of the Luxembourg 
Court on the situation in Poland concerning the judicial reform as well 
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as on the prison conditions in various European member States show 
the fragility of the principle of mutual trust. It seems that the general 
situation was more reinsuring and optimistic some five years ago.  
 
IV) Conclusion 
 
The decisive question therefore is which narrative is true. Where do 
we stand 70 years after the foundation of the Council of Europe in 
1949, 30 years after the end of the Cold War in 1989, 15 years after 
the accession of many Eastern European States – among them 
Romania – to the European Union in 2004? Building up a new and 
united Europe with a European Court of Human Rights and rule of 
law – is it a success story or a story of lost illusions?  
 
There is some truth in both narratives, the optimistic and the 
pessimistic one.  
 
The mission of all those striving for societies based on rule of law 
resembles the task of Sisyphus. We have a huge boulder in front of us. 
We have to push it up on top of a mountain. We can never exclude 
that the boulder might roll down again, but we must never give up. 
This mythological story can be interpreted in the perspective of Albert 
Camus. The last words of his philosophical study are: 
 

« La lutte elle-même vers les sommets suffit à remplir un cœur 
d'homme. Il faut imaginer Sisyphe heureux.” 

 
(The struggle itself leading up to the summit is enough to fill 
a man's heart. We must imagine Sisyphus happy). 

 
 


